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Secondary Literature

The Chinese Tribute System

Any study of China’s foreign relations cannot avoid discussing the tribute system, the preferred traditional pattern employed to regulate the relations between China and foreign countries. The following describes selected modern works bearing on the tribute system, its theory, practice and implications.

Modern scholars trace the origins of the tribute system as far back as the Shang dynasty. The studies of the Shang dynasty by Chen Mengjia (1956) and David Keightley (1979-80; 1983) show that Shang relations with its world implied an embryonic form of tribute system. The dependents of Shang came to have audience with the king. They were also expected to bring tribute, support the king’s affairs, and join in military campaigns.

L. I. Duman (1981) holds that there is no doubt that a tribute system existed in Shang times, and that the system was further developed during the Zhou period. Choon S. Lee’s Ph. D. dissertation, “The origin, functions, and nature of the tributary system in the Chou times” (1980), contrasts the role of the tributary system during Western Zhou, when the feudal lords paid regular court visits to the Zhou Son of Heaven, to the situation in the Chunqiu period when one of the major states assumed the role of hegemon in the name of the Son of Heaven and expected smaller feudal principalities to bring tribute when they visited the hegemon’s court.

Yü Ying-shih in his excellent work, Trade and Expansion in Han China (1967), explores how the tribute system took full shape during the Han dynasty, and what were the political principles and economic and cultural implications embodied in the system. Through analyses of Han’s relationship with its neighboring peoples he points out an important feature in the tribute system: although the tribute system became an all-embracing framework to regulate Chinese foreign relations, non-Chinese “acceptance” of Chinese imperial rule involved not only different levels of “acceptance,” but also different categories of “rule.” Countries were treat-
ed differently under the tribute system according to their distance from China and their relative importance in Chinese frontier politics.

Ise Sentarō in his Chūgoku Seiiki Keieishi Kenkyū (1st. ed. 1955; 2nd. ed. 1968), a study of the history of Chinese administration in the Western Regions, shows in detail how the tribute system functioned to attach the states in the Western Regions to Tang before the An Lushan rebellion. He concludes that Tang policies were more tolerant than those of the Han dynasty because the Tang rulers, especially Tang Taizong, were more accepting of the cultures of the non-Chinese states and envisioned combining Chinese and non-Chinese into one transcendent universal state.¹

The role of ideological purity in the theory of the tribute system is a central issue of several works. In The Chinese View of Their Place in the World (1964), a brief survey of Chinese views throughout history, C. P. Fitzgerald argues that even though the Chinese had frequent contact with the outside world, the absence of any nearby rival center of civilization contributed most powerfully to maintaining traditional Chinese sinocentricity. However, Fitzgerald overemphasizes the continuity of such dominance and fails to examine the many periods when alternatives to the tribute system prevailed.

The Chinese World Order (1968), edited by John K. Fairbank, is an important collection of essays revolving around the tribute system, focusing mainly on the Ming and Qing periods. In his introduction Fairbank stresses the elements of ideological continuity in the tributary system, but neglects the pragmatism and flexibility embodied in it. The strength of the book is in its detailed and insightful examination of how the Chinese world order was justified, explanation of why the tribute system was so persuasive a part of traditional Chinese political ideology, and its detailed description of the system’s basic features in theory and in practice, as shown in China’s relationships with various countries in three zones: East Asia, Inner Asia and the regions beyond. Of particular interest for the study of the tribute system as a framework for understanding Chinese foreign policy are the essays in the Fairbank volume by Lien-sheng Yang, Wang Gungwu and Mark Mancall.

Nishijima Sadao, in his Chūgoku Kodai Kokka to Higashi Ajia Sekai (1983: part II), claims that the tribute system and the system of investiture maintained by China in its relations with the Korean kingdoms

¹ See in particular his chapter 8.
formed an integrated international order holding together the East Asian world with China as suzerain at the center. It was to maintain this system that Sui and Tang mounted expeditions against Koguryo.

Concentrating on the realism and pragmatism that then lay behind certain imperial foreign policy decisions, *China among Equals* edited by M. Rossabi (1983), an important collection of essays on Chinese foreign relations focusing on the tenth to fourteenth centuries, challenges the myths that, from the Han dynasty onward, the Chinese uniformly and rigidly applied a single ideology in their foreign relations, that they lacked interest in foreign commerce and that they were ignorant of foreign lands. It concentrates on the realism and pragmatism that lay behind Song imperial foreign policy decisions.

Larry W. Moses, in his article "T’ang tribute relations with the Inner Asian barbarians" (1976), stresses that the nomads of the Tang period had a history of their own and evolved their own foreign policy mechanisms. Their acceptance of vassal status in the tribute system was determined by their own political needs. This insight is further elaborated by Thomas Barfield ("The Hsiung-nu imperial confederacy: organization and foreign policy," 1981; *The Perilous Frontier: Nomadic Empires and China*, 1989) as the "inner frontier strategy," that is, submission to China when the nomads were weak so as to use Chinese assistance to recover their strength. According to Barfield, this was in contrast to the "outer frontier strategy," which was to force the Chinese into accommodating their demands for subsidies and trade when the nomads were strong.

Articles by Kaneko Shûichi (1974; 1988) and Wang Zhenping (1994) also deal with the tribute system from the point of view of the non-Chinese. Kaneko examines changes in the protocols of correspondence between Tang and Tibet as Tibet pressed its demands for equality. Wang shows how before 608 Japan’s letters to Sui similarly attempted to assert equal status.

**The Nomadic Peoples and Sui-Tang China**

The long and fascinating history of the nomadic peoples and their relationships with the sedentary societies have attracted great interest among generations of modern scholars and stimulated numerous works. The bibliographies of Lin Enxian’s book *Tujue Yanjiu* (1988) and in the chapters on the Turks by Denis Sinor and the Uighurs by Colin Mackerras in *The Cambridge History of Early Inner Asia* (1990) list important works in Chinese, Japanese and Western languages, most of which deal more
with the origins, culture, and internal evolution of the nomadic peoples than with their external relations with the Chinese agricultural society.

For my purposes, the Inner Asians' interactions with and their impact on China as well as the effects on the nomads themselves are the central issues. Xiao Qiqing’s article “Beiya youmu minzu nanqin yuan yu de jiantao” (1972) is a very useful survey of the various theories that seek to explain the constant nomadic invasions of the agricultural society. Owen Lattimore’s *Inner Asian Frontiers of China* (1951; first edition 1940) remains a basic work for its study of the cyclical patterns of interaction between China and its nomadic and semi-nomadic neighbors to the north and west in contrast to the agricultural south. It provides an insightful framework of analysis in terms of ecological systems, and its main contribution is to treat the non-Chinese on their own terms. Building upon Lattimore’s work, Thomas Barfield (1981, 1989) explores the history of non-Chinese powers on the northern frontiers of China from the Xiongnu to the Manchus, developing the theory that in order to sustain their state power, the nomads could not rely solely on their own pastoralism but depended on obtaining goods from China by trading, raiding or extracting subsidies, so that their states often rose and fell in parallel with changes in Chinese politics.

A. M. Khazanov, in his excellent work, *Nomads and the Outside World* (1994; first edition 1984), a comprehensive study of the nomadic societies of various types in Eurasia and Africa, points out that it was the highly specialized economy of pastoralism that made the nomads dependent on neighboring agricultural societies for economic survival and for political stability, and that made the nomads use trade, submission, raids and pillage to acquire the agricultural goods they needed. Works by Mori Masao (1978) and Hilda Ecsedy (1968; 1974; 1981) deal with the importance of trade and the different perspectives on trade of the agricultural and nomad peoples. Works by Jagchid and Hyer (1979), and Jagchid and Symons (1989) also stress the importance of trade for nomadic society, and insist that Chinese disruption of the smooth working of mechanisms for trade stimulated the nomads to launch raids or wars. Nicola Di Cosmo’s recent article (1994) further argues that Xiongnu nomadic power was based on a mixed economy and depended on trade relations and control of settled populations on all sides.

For the study of China’s relations with the Turks, Edouard Chavannes’ *Documents sur les Tou-Kiue [Turcs] Occidentaux* and Cen Zhongmian’s *Xi Tujue Shiliao Buque ji Kaozheng* and *Tujue Jishi* are
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comprehensive in their collections of materials and detailed annotations. Mori Masao in his *Kodai Toruko Minzokushi Kenkyū* (1967), a collection of previously published articles, provides an insightful discussion on the relationship between China and the Turks. His work *Kodai Yūboku Teikoku* (1978, 2nd ed.) is a narrative history of the Turks and their interactions with neighboring agricultural society. Iwami Kiyohiro’s “Tō no Tokketsu imin ni taisuru sochi o megutte” (1987) investigates Tang’s resettlement of the Turks after its conquest of the Eastern Turks in 630. Lin Enxian’s *Tujue Yanjiu* (1988) is a general history, with chapters on the Sui-Tang policies of divide and rule, and marriage alliance. It also has an interesting chapter on how the Turks themselves adopted the policy of using the Chinese against the Chinese during the rise of the Tang dynasty. Another chapter is on the influence of Turkish culture on Tang China. Ma Changshou’s *Tujueren he Tujue Hanguo* (1958) provides a succinct and useful narrative history. Hayashi Toshio’s survey (1985) documents the evidence of agriculture in Turkish society.

*Zhongguo Beifang Minzu Guanxishi* (1987) is a general history of the non-Chinese peoples in the frontier regions from ancient Xia-Shang times until the Qing period. The book follows the orthodox Communist view that treats early histories of the nomads on the Mongolian steppe and the non-Chinese in the Western Regions and in Manchuria as part of Chinese history, and their relations with the Chinese government as those of local regimes with the central court.

Xue Zongzheng’s *Tujue Shi* (1992) recognizes the danger of the above view in that, as he says, it in fact treats the justified wars of the Chinese against nomadic invasions as internal struggles between different ethnic groups. But Xue does not succeed in resolving the contradiction, since he remains bound by the modern political assumption that historical China must include all the territories now comprising the People’s Republic. Xue’s book is the most comprehensive study so far in mainland China of the history of the Turks from their origins to the collapse of the second Turkish empire in the mid-eighth century. The book reflects the revival of Chinese historical scholarship after the Cultural Revolution.

For the study of the Uighurs and their interactions with China in the Tang period, Haneda Tōru’s “Tōdai kaikotsushi no kenkyū” (1957) is a valuable general discussion based on critical textual study of Chinese and Turkish sources. Wang JIngru’s annotated translation of the Uighur inscription with introduction (1938) provides the Uighur perspective. Colin Mackerras’ *The Uighur Empire According to the T‘ang Dynastic Histories*
(1972), an annotated translation of the Uighur chapters in the two Tang official histories, on the other hand, provides the Chinese point of view. *Weiwuerzu Shiliao Jianbian* by Feng Jiasheng and others is a collection of selected primary materials on Uighur history.

Mackerras’ article “Sino-Uighur diplomatic and trade contacts (744 to 840)” (1969) and his chapter on the Uighurs in The Cambridge History of Early Inner Asia (1990) are also important in English scholarship. Duan Lianqin’s *Dingling, Gaoche yu Tiele* (1988) is a narrative history of these peoples from ancient times until the mid-eighth century when the Uighurs founded their empire. Yang Shengmin’s *Huihe Shi* (1991), also a general history of the Uighur people, begins with the Northern Di in Shang-Zhou times, treated as ancestors of the Uighurs, and ends with the Uighur settlement in the Western Regions after the collapse of the Uighur empire in the 840’s. It is an introduction to the Uighurs’ life, society, economic development, religious and political evolution, and interactions with China, Tibet and other peoples. In his dissertation (1986), “The writings of Li Te-yü as sources for the history of T’ang-Inner Asian relations,” Michael R. Drompp presents a detailed study of Tang relations with the Uighurs in the 840’s, focusing on the process of Chinese policy formation and implementation.

Minorsky’s “Tamim ibn Bahr’s journey to the Uyghurs” (1948) and Von Gabain’s “Steppe und Stadt im Leben der ältesten Türken” (1949) are important for the light they shed on the Uighurs’ transformation from a nomadic into a sedentary society as a result of frequent interactions with China. Such interactions particularly involved the horse-silk trade between the Tang China and the Uighurs. Many works deal with this topic. For example, see Yang Shengmin’s work and the articles by Jagchid Sechin (1971), Liu Yitang (1974), Fu Lecheng (1977; first published 1953), Cui Mingde (1986), Zhang Qun (1990: chapter 4) and Christopher I. Beckwith (1991). The marriage alliance between Tang and the Uighurs is discussed by Lin Enxian (1970) and by Jagchid (1989).

**Western Regions**

On the Western Regions, Ise Sentarō’s *Chūgoku Seiiki Keiteitishi Kenkyū* (1968) is comprehensive and critical in its treatment of primary sources, covering the period from the Han dynasty to the ninth century. Also valuable is Edouard Chavannes’ *Documents sur les Tou-Kiue [Turcs] Occidentaux*. Ise’s is still the most important work on the subject, although one could add other works published in recent years, such as Mori-
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Korea and Sui-Tang China

For China’s relations with Korea before the end of the Tang period, the two Korean histories *Samguk Sagi* compiled in the twelfth century by Kim Pu-sik and the *Samguk Yusa* compiled by Iryŏn towards the end of the thirteenth century are studied by modern scholars as primary sources. Jamieson examines the sources of these histories in his dissertation “The *Samguk sagi* and the unification wars” (1969) and his article “Collapse of the T’ang Silla alliance—Chinese and Korean accounts compared” (1970), and shows from the way in which parallel events are recorded that the Chinese and Koreans had different perspectives on their relations with each other. K.H.J. Gardiner’s “The *Samguk-sagi* and its sources” (1970) discusses the Chinese and early Korean sources and points out the Chinese influence in the compilation of the *Samguk Sagi*. The *Chōsen Shi*, compiled by Chōsen Shi Henshū Kai of Japan (the first four volumes covering the period to the Unified Silla were published in 1932-1933), is a collection of highlights from all available materials in Chinese, Korean and Japanese traditional sources arranged in chronological order. The editor notes discrepancies when they occur but does not go into detailed discussion of them.


For specific aspects of Sino-Korean interactions, there are Ikeuchi Hiroshi’s *Man-Sen Shi Kenkyū* (1960, including articles published earlier), and Hatada Takashi and Inoue Hideo’s *Kodai no Chōsen* (1974). John Charles Jamieson’s dissertation (1969) discusses in detail how Silla took the initiative in forming the alliance with Tang China, and so succeeded in unifying the Korean peninsula. The Sui-Tang invasions of Korea are also
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an important issue in Cen Zhongmian’s *Sui-Tang Shi* (1957) and Arthur Wright’s *The Sui Dynasty* (1978). The intricate relations between Tang and Korea are placed in the larger context of East and Inner Asian international politics in the works of Hino Kaizaburō (mostly in the 1950’s), Sakamoto Yoshitane (1978) and Nishijima Sadao (1983: part II). Hugh D. Walker’s “Traditional Sino-Korean diplomatic relations” (1965) argues that Chinese expansion into Korea in the Han, Tang and Yuan periods stimulated the internal political development of Korea, and that Korea’s acceptance of the Chinese tribute system before the foundation of the Yi dynasty in 1392 was just a diplomatic strategy having as its primary goal preservation of the independence of Korea. Chun Hae-jong’s articles (1966; 1968) provide a brief survey of the different patterns in the Sino-Korean tributary relationships from the Han period to Qing.

Peoples of Manchuria

The existence of the Khitan, Xi and Mohe (to the latter of which the Jurchens are related) people in Manchuria, and the rise of the Parhae state in Manchuria in the seventh century further complicated the relations between China and Korea. Hino Kaizaburō and Furutata Torū (1986) have articles on Parhae. Ishii Masatoshi (1984) examines the four letters written by Zhang Jiuling on behalf of Xuanzong to the king of Parhae. A recent work, *Dongbei Minzu Yuanliu* (1987), by a Chinese scholar, Sun Jinji, deals with the early evolution of these and other peoples in present northeast China.

In English scholarship, Barfield (1989) discusses how the Xianbei, Khitan, Jurchens and Manchus founded their states. Herbert Franke’s chapter “The forest peoples of Manchuria: Kitans and Jurchens” in *The Cambridge History of Early Inner Asia* (1990) devotes some pages to the histories of the Khitan and Jurchens before the founding of their dynasties. The recently published *The Cambridge History of China, Volume 6: Alien Regimes and Border States, 907-1368* (1994) also deals briefly with the predynastic history of the Khitan. It has very useful bibliographical essays that summarize the studies of the various peoples in Manchuria.

Tibet and Sui-Tang China

Several collections of Chinese sources in official histories are available: Su Jinren and Xiao Lianzi, *Cefu Yuangui Tufan Shiliao Jiaozheng* (1981), Chen Xiezhang and others, *Zangzu Shiliao Ji* (1982), and Su Jinren, *Tongjian Tufan Shiliao* (1982). In addition to the studies of pri-
mary materials for the Tufan period mentioned in the Introduction, there are numerous other works mentioned in Beckwith’s *The Tibetan Empire in Central Asia* (1987), which has a critical summary of modern studies of Tibet and of traditional sources.

For Tibetan interactions with Sui-Tang China, Sato Hisashi’s *Kodai Chibetto shi Kenkyū* (1958-1959) is the first major history of the internal evolution of Tibetan politics, military organization and economic structure, and how all these factors affected its relations with China. The *Xin Tangshu Tufanzhuang Jianzheng* (1958) by Wang Zhong is an annotated work with references to Tibetan and other Chinese sources. Kolmas’s “Four letters of Po Chu-i to the Tibetan authorities (808-810 A. D.)” (1966) is a substantial study, with translation, of these letters as compared with other sources. The article sheds light on how specific issues regarding territory were dealt with in official communications between Tang and Tibet. Ise Sentarō, in his *Chūgoku Seiiki Keieishi Kenkyū* (1968), analyzes the rapid development of the Tufan kingdom, and how this made Tibet play an important role in the Western Regions in opposition to both China and the Arabs. Ren Yucai’s *Tufan yu Tangchao Guanxi zhi Yanjiu* (1971) outlines the relationship between Tang and Tibet and studies the impact of each culture on the other. Yamaguchi Zuiho in his *Toban Okoku Seiritsu shi no Kenkyū* (1983) reviews earlier studies on the founding of the Tufan kingdom and has carried further the analysis of the sources with emphasis on the impact of Chinese policy towards the Tuyuhun. Christopher Beckwith’s dissertation, “A study of the early medieval Chinese, Latin, and Tibetan historical sources on pre-imperial Tibet” (1977), and his *The Tibetan Empire in Central Asia* (1987), drawing from sources in Tibetan, Arabic, Old Turkish, and Chinese, present a narrative history of Tibet before and during the Tufan period. His book examines the history of Tibetan expansion and confrontations with the Chinese, Turkish, and Arab powers with a view to placing Tibet in the contemporary international scene. As mentioned above, Kaneko Shūichi (1974; 1988) has a detailed examination of the changes in official correspondence between Tang and Tibet, which shows the pragmatism of the Chinese side.

In the recently published *The Cambridge History of Early Inner Asia* (1990), H. Hoffman has a chapter “Early and medieval Tibet,” which focuses on the origins and political history and religious development of Tibet until the fourteenth century. The most recent work listed in his bibliography was published in 1973.
Nanzhao

Charles Backus’s *The Nan-chao Kingdom and T'ang China’s Southwestern Frontier* (1981) is a comprehensive study of the history of Nanzhao, including a full bibliography of previous works of both Eastern and Western scholarship. Wang Yongxing’s article (1988) discusses the role of Wei Gao in Tang relations with Tibet and Nanzhao. Hayashi Ken’ichiro in his article of 1990 deals mainly with the founding of Nanzhao and how this affected Tang policy towards that state. His 1992 study examines the relations of the Nanzhao kingdom with Tang China in the latter half of the ninth century with emphasis on Nanzhao’s expansion. For a study of works compiled in Tang on Nanzhao such as the *Manshu*, see Xiang Da’s article (1957) and his annotated study of the *Manshu* (1962). An English translation of the *Manshu* is available by G. E. Luce and Ch’en Yee Sein (1961).

The Frontier Military System in Sui-Tang China

Tang foreign policy was closely related to the frontier military system. E. G. Pulleyblank, in chapter 5 of his *The Background of the Rebellion of An Lu-shan* (1953), presents a clear description of the military situation, especially as involving the *fubing* or militia system, during the Tang period up to the An Lushan rebellion. Gu Jiguang’s *Fubing Zhidu Kaoshi* (1962) examines in detail the *fubing* system from its beginning in the sixth century to its collapse in the eighth century. Chapters in *The Cambridge History of China, Volume 3* (1979) provide further discussion of the evolution of the military system based on previous studies in Japanese, Chinese and Western languages. Kang Le’s *Tangdai Qianqi de Bianfang* (1979) specifically deals with the frontier system of the first half of the Tang period. Liu Yat-ming’s dissertation, “The Shen-Ts’e Armies and the palace commissions in China, 755-875 A.D” (1970), is useful particularly for the frontier and domestic military system in the post-An Lushan period. Lai Swee Fo’s dissertation “The military and defense system under the T’ang dynasty” (1986) investigates the changes in the *fubing*, the palace armies and the Shence Armies, and the frontier defense system. Zhang Qun in his *Tangdai Fanjiang Yanjiu* (1986) and *Tangdai Fanjiang Yanjiu Xubian* (1990) provides a voluminous and comprehensive examination of non-Chinese generals under Tang. He illustrates placement of the nomadic peoples in the frontier regions as defending forces with useful maps (1986), and also addresses changes in frontier systems.
Table 1:

Sui-Tang Emperors and Major Events During Their Reigns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUI</th>
<th>Emperor Wen</th>
<th>581-604</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eastern Turks make peace with Sui.</td>
<td>584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conquest of Chen</td>
<td>589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expedition against Koguryo</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Princess Guanghua married to the Tuyuhun qaghan.</td>
<td>597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Princess Anyi married to Zamqan Qaghan of the Eastern Turks.</td>
<td>599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Princess Yicheng married to Zamqan (Qimin) Qaghan.</td>
<td>602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jiaozhou brought under Sui control</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Major defeat of the Western Turks by Sui</td>
<td>603 or 604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expedition against Champa</td>
<td>604-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TANG</th>
<th>Emperor Yang</th>
<th>605-617</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expedition against Champa</td>
<td>608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hami brought under Sui control</td>
<td>609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sui defeats the Tuyuhun.</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expedition against Liuqiu</td>
<td>612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Western Turks brought under Sui control</td>
<td>613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expedition against Koguryo</td>
<td>614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Princess Xinyi married to the Western Turkish Qaghan</td>
<td>615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eastern Turks' siege of the Emperor at Yanmen</td>
<td>617-618</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|     | Tang alliance with Eastern Turks | 618-626 |
|     | Wars with anti-Tang forces | 618-625 |
Sui-Tang Emperors and Major Events

618 Succession of King Yŏngnyu in Koguryŏ, peace with Tang

Taizong

627 Eastern Turks besiege Chang’an
630 Conquest of the Eastern Turks
634 First official contact between Tibet and Tang
634-5 Tang defeats Tuyuhun.
640 Gaochang brought under Tang control
   Establishment of Protectorate of Anxi
   Princess Honghua married to the Tuyuhun Qaghan

641 Princess Wencheng married to the Tibetan btsan-po.
644-5 Expedition against Koguryŏ
646 Conquest of the Xueyantuo
647 Expedition against Koguryŏ
648 Expedition against Koguryŏ
   Tang capture of Kucha

Gaozong

659 Conquest of Western Turks
660 Conquest of Paekche
668 Conquest of Koguryŏ
670 Tibet annexes Tuyuhun.
676 Protectorate of Andong withdrawn from Pyŏngyang to Liaodong
679 Tang recovers the Four Garrisons in the Western Regions.
682 Restoration of the Second Turkish Empire

Zhongzong

684

Wu-Zhou (Empress Wu)

684 Anti-Wu revolt
686-7 Tang loses the Four Garrisons in the Western Regions.
688 Anti-Wu revolt
692 Tang recovers the Four Garrisons in the Western Regions.
696-7 Khitan invasion of Hebei
696 Recognition of the qaghan of the restored Turkish empire
Table I

703-5
Zhongzong
706 The first Tang-Tibet treaty
708 Building of the three Shouxian Fortresses
709 Tang recognition of the Türgish qaghan
710 Princess Jincheng married to the Tibetan btsan-po

Wen Wang
710

Ruizong
710-712

Xuanzong 712-756
732 The second Tang-Tibet treaty
744 Assumption of the title of qaghan by the Uighur chief
745 Collapse of the Second Turkish Empire
751 Tang's defeat by the Arabs at the Talas River
755 An Lushan rises in rebellion.

Suzong 756-762
756-7 Uighurs assist in the suppression of the An Lushan rebellion.
758 Princess Ningguo married to the Uighur qaghan.
758-9 Uighurs assist in the suppression of the An Lushan rebellion.
762 The third Tang-Tibet treaty

Daizong 762-779
762-3 Uighurs assist in the suppression of the An Lushan rebellion
763 Final suppression of the An Lushan rebellion
Tibetan invasion of Chang’an
764 Pugu Huaien's revolt and alliance with Tibet and the Uighurs to attack Chang’an

765 The fourth Tang-Tibet treaty
Pugu Huaien's alliance with Tibet and the Uighurs to attack Chang’an
767 The fifth Tang-Tibet treaty

Dezong 780-805
781-6 Revolts of Military Commissioners
783 The sixth Tang-Tibet treaty
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>787</td>
<td>The &quot;false treaty of Pingliang&quot; between Tang and Tibet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>788</td>
<td>Princess Xian'an married to the Uighur qaghan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>794</td>
<td>The treaty between Tang and Nanzhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Shunzong</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>805</td>
<td>Abortive reform movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Xianzong</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>806-19</td>
<td>Partial restoration of Tang authority over autonomous provinces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Muzong</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>821</td>
<td>Princess Taihe married to the Uighur qaghan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>821-2</td>
<td>The seventh Tang-Tibet treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Jingzong</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Wenzong</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>829-30</td>
<td>Nanzhao’s invasion of Chengdu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Wuzong</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>840</td>
<td>Collapse of the Uighur empire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After 842</td>
<td>Disintegration of the Tibetan kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Xuanzong</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Yizong</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>868-9</td>
<td>Rebellion of Pang Xun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Xizong</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>874-884</td>
<td>Rebellion of Wang Xianzhi-Huang Chao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>880</td>
<td>Tang's recognition of Nanzhao as an equal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Zhaozong</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>902</td>
<td>End of the Nanzhao kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Emperor Zhaoxuan</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>907</td>
<td>Abdication of the last Tang emperor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

Tribute Missions of the Three Korean Kingdoms to Sui and Tang (from 581 to 712)
(Sources: SUIS, BS, JTS, XTS, CFYG.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Koguryød</th>
<th>Paekche</th>
<th>Silla</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>581</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>582</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>583</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>584</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>588</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>591</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>592</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>594</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>597</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>598</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>607</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>608</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>609</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>611</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>614</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>615</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tang**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Koguryød</th>
<th>Paekche</th>
<th>Silla</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>619</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>622</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>623</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>624</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Koguryŏ</td>
<td>Paekche</td>
<td>Silla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>626</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>627</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>628</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>629</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>631</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>632</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>635</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>636</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>637</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>638</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>639</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>642</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>643</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>644</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>646</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>648</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>652</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>653</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>656</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>665</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>675</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>686</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>703</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>705</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>707</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Koguryō</td>
<td>Paekche</td>
<td>Silla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>709</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>711</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>712</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3

Participation in Tang Expeditions by Non-Chinese (618-669)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Expeditions</th>
<th>Those Participating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>618</td>
<td>Xue Ju</td>
<td>W. Turks(^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620</td>
<td>Liu Wuzhou</td>
<td>Tujue(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>621</td>
<td>Dou Jiande</td>
<td>W. Turks(^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liu Heida, Gao Kaidao</td>
<td>Mohe(^4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>622</td>
<td>Liu Heida</td>
<td>W. Turks(^5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>634-5</td>
<td>Tuyuhun</td>
<td>Tujue, Qibi, Qiang(^6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>639</td>
<td>Gaochang</td>
<td>Tujue; Yanqi(^7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>641</td>
<td>Xueyantuo</td>
<td>Xi, Khitan, Tujue(^8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>644</td>
<td>Koguryô</td>
<td>Xi, Khitan, Mohe, Hu(^9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>645</td>
<td>Xueyantuo</td>
<td>Tujue(^10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tujue, Qibi, Hu, Mohe(^11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>647</td>
<td>Kucha</td>
<td>Tiele, Tujue, Tibet, Tuyuhun(^12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>648</td>
<td>Xueyantuo</td>
<td>Tiele(^13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) These were the Western Turks under Danai who had submitted to Sui in 611. \(JTS 194B\), p. 5180; Chavannes 1969, p. 22.
\(^2\) \(JTS 194A\), p. 5154; \(XTS 215A\), p. 6029; \(ZZTJ 188\), pp. 5884-5.
\(^3\) The Western Turks under Danai, see \(JTS 194B\), p. 5180; Chavannes 1969, p. 22.
\(^4\) \(JTS 55\), pp. 2259-60; \(199B\), pp. 5358-9.
\(^5\) The Western Turks under Danai, see \(JTS 194B\), p. 5180; Chavannes 1969, p. 22.
\(^6\) \(JTS 198\), p. 5298; \(XTS 221A\), p. 6225; \(ZZTJ 194\), p. 6108; Zhang Qun 1986, pp. 230-1.
\(^7\) \(JTS 198\), p. 5295; \(XTS 221A\), p. 6221; p. 6229.
\(^8\) \(ZZTJ 196\), pp. 6171-2.
\(^9\) \(ZZTJ, 197\), p. 6209; \(CFYG 117\), p. 1398.
\(^10\) \(XTS 110\), p. 4116; 217B, p. 6138; \(ZZTJ 198\), pp. 6232-3; \(CFYG 991\), p. 11640.
\(^11\) \(JTS 199B\), p. 5347; \(ZZTJ 198\), p. 6237; \(CFYG 985\), pp. 11570-1; 991, p. 11640.
\(^12\) The \(JTS 198\) (p. 5303) records this event as in 646 while other sources record it as in 647, see \(XTS221A\), p. 6231; \(ZZTJ 198\), pp. 6250-1.
\(^13\) \(CFYG 973\), p. 11432; 985, p. 11573.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Expeditions</th>
<th>Those Participating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>649</td>
<td>Chebi Qaghan</td>
<td>Huihe, Pugu(^{14})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651-652</td>
<td>Western Turks</td>
<td>Huihe(^{15})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>656-657</td>
<td>Western Turks</td>
<td>Huihe(^{16})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>658</td>
<td>Koguryō</td>
<td>Khitan(^{17})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660</td>
<td>Xi, Khitan</td>
<td>Tujue, Xueyantuo(^{18})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>661</td>
<td>Koguryō</td>
<td>Huihe(^{19})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>662</td>
<td>Rebelled Tiele</td>
<td>Shatuo(^{20})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>668</td>
<td>Koguryō</td>
<td>Huihe(^{21})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>669</td>
<td>Xueyantuo</td>
<td>Tujue(^{22})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{14}\) JTS 194A, p. 5165; XTS 215A, pp. 6041-2; ZZTJ 199, p. 6265; THY 94, p. 1690.


\(^{17}\) ZZTJ 200, p. 6309.

\(^{18}\) XTS 3, p. 60; 219, p. 6174; ZZTJ 200, p. 6320; CFYG 986, p. 11577.

\(^{19}\) JTS 195 (p. 5197) says that the campaign was in 655 but Tang did not launch any campaign that year. XTS 217A, p. 6113; ZZTJ 200, p. 6323; CFYG 986, p. 11578.

\(^{20}\) They were Western Turks. XTS 218, p. 6154.

\(^{21}\) JTS 109, pp. 3293-4.

\(^{22}\) THY 96, p. 1728.
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<td>Bendayan 全達延, see ‘Bon-da-rgyal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bian canal 汴渠, 113, 114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bianji 辯機, 88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilgā, 228; relations with Xuanzong, 274-8; 313</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bingbu 兵部, see Ministry of War</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bingzhou 并州, 137, 143, 144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blon Gung bzher (Lun Kongre), 341</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blon Mye-slebs (Lun Mingxilie), 254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bohara, 116</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bohuan 撥換, see Aksu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolmīs (Baimei), 278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>border markets, 81, 104, 255, 360-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bozhou 播州, 343</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bu Guoshi 補國史, 10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddhism, 30, 36-7, 53, 58, 182, 183, 207, 341, 347, 348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bukhara, 283</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bumīn, 48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buqu (Pugu), 191, 199, 265, 275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buque 補闕, see Rectifier of omissions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureau of Historiography (shiguan), 8, 10, 77, 80, 83, 87-8, 92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureau of Operations (zhifang si), 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bureau of Receptions (*zhuke qingli si*), 80
Bag Chor (Mochuo), relations with China, 266-9, 272-4; 351
Bögu (Mouyu), 294, 296, 297, 301, 314, 315
Caifang Shi 探訪使, see Investigation commissioner
Capital Liaison Office of Various Regions (*zhudao jinzou yuan*), 68
*Cejiu Yuangui* 哥府元龜, 8, 17, 174, 238, 244
Censorate (*yushi tai*), 129
Censors, 68
Ceremonial Office (*siyi shu*), 76, 77
Chamberlain of the Court of State Ceremonials (*honglu qing*), 76, 77, 78, 79
Champa, 112, 113, 115-6, 362
Chancellor (*chengxiang*), 129
Chang Jun 常駿, 83
Changcan 常參, see Consultant assembly
Changzhou 長州, 188
Chaoji shi 頭集使, see Territorial representatives
Chebi 車鼻, 191, 192, 198
Chen Dade 陳大德, 83
Chen Hong 陳翃, 9
Chen Yue 陳嶽, 10
Chen Zi'ang 陳子昂, 243, 265
Cheng Mingzhen 程名振, 144
Cheng Wuting 程務挺, 266
Cheng Yuanzhen 程元振, 160, 325
circuit (fifao), 153
Commissioner for Defending Taohe (*Taohe zhenshou dashi*), 241
Commissioner-in-chief of Ningshuo 188, 189
Commissioner-in-chief of Ningshuo 寧朔, 188, 189
Congling 蓋嶺, see Tashkurgan
Consort of the Min State (*Minguo fiiren*), 299
Consultant Assembly (*changcan*), 67
Court Conference (*tingyi*), 68
Court of Empire Sacrifices (*taichang si*), 75-76
Court of State Ceremonials (*honglu si*), 7, 75-77, 79-80, 87, 88, 297, 300, 306, 323
Cui Dunli 崔敦禮, 144, 148, 192
Cui Hao 崔浩, 35
Cui Huan 崔淵, 84
Cui Lin 崔琳, 254
Cui Rong 崔融, 245
Cui Xiyi 崔希逸, 256, 257
Cui Zhiwen 崔知溫, 148
Cui Zhongfang 崔仲方, 148
Da Qin 大秦, 12
Da Tang Xiyu Ji 大唐西域記, 88
Da Tang Xiyu Qifu Gaoseng Zhan 大唐西域求法高僧傳, 90
Da Xingren 大行人, see Senior messenger Daifang 帶方, 55, 207, 220
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Daily Calendar (rili), 92
Daizhou 大致州, 143, 291
Daizong, government, 160-1; policy towards the Uighurs, 296-301; relations with Tibet, 323-7
Dali 大利, 106
Dali 大理, 343, 344, 358
Dangxiang, 119, 149, 237, 315, 341
Dangxiang Qiang 黨項羌, 57, 236, 237, 298, 325, 357
dao 道, see circuit
Daoxuan 道宣, 183
Dashicheng 巴石城, see Uch-turfan
Datou 大都, see Tardu
Dawu Army 大武, 274, 291
Dayuan 大宛, 82
Dengzhou 登州, 228
Department of Chancellery (menxia sheng), 70, 80, 129
Department of State Affairs (shangshu sheng), 70, 75, 79, 80, 129
Dependent state (shuguo), 42, 183, 197
deputy commander (liuhou), 156
Deputy head of the Department of State Affairs (shangshu puye), 70
Dezong, policies, 161; defense, 161-3; relations with the Uighurs and Tibet, 161, 301-6; relations with Tibet, 327-36; alliance with the Uighurs and Nanzhao, 335-6
Di 氐, 45, 56, 57
Di Renjie 狄仁傑, 226, 244, 245
Dianfan Shu 點蕃署, see Office of receptions
Dianke Shu 點客署, see Office of receptions
diguo 敵國, see equal adversary
Diji 地記, 90-1
Dili Shu 地理書, 90
Dingling 丁零, 49, 287
Dingxiang 定襄, 106, 115, 172, 185, 188, 189
Director of the Chancellery (shizhong), 69
Director of the Department of State Affairs (shangshu ling), 69, 70
Directorate for Imperial Manufactories (shaofu jian), 81
Directorate of Tributary Trade (hushi jian), 81
district, 197
Dou Jiande 邓建德, 172
Dou Jing 邓靜, 137, 143, 185, 188
Doulu Qinwang 豆盧欽望, 248
Du Chuke 杜楚客, 185
Du Cong 杜悰, 342, 343
Du Fu 杜甫, 299
Du Hongjian 杜鴻漸, 156
Du Huan 杜環, 8, 85
Du Mu 杜牧, 317
Du Ruhui 杜如晦, 142, 178
Du Xian 杜暹, 154, 281, 282
Du Xingman 杜行滿, 84
Du Yan 杜淹, 99
Du Yu 杜佑, 8, 84, 85, 154
Du Yuanying 杜元顕, 342
Duan Wenzhen 段文振, 115
Duan Xiushi 段秀實, 10
Dudu Fu 都督府, see area command
Dudu 都督, see area commander
Duhu Fu 都護府, see protectorate
Dulan 都藍, 104-7
Dun Mohe Dagan 都莫賀達干, see Ton Bagha Tarqan
Dunhuang 敦煌, 11, 14, 339
Dunyugu 敦葉谷, see Tonyuquq
Duomi 多彌, 191
Dushan 都山, 277
Dushuai tai 都水臺 (or dushui jian), see Inspectorate general of water works
Eastern Turks, relations with Sui, 100-107, 109, 114-5, 127-8; in Tang, 140, 146, 168; relations with Gaozu, 169-75; Taizong’s conquest, 176-9; resettlement, 183-9; assistance to Tang campaign, 194, 195; under the jimi system, 197-203; restoration of the second empire, 262-4; relations with Empress Wu and the Khitans, 265-9; relations with Zhongzong, 269-72; with Xuanzong and the Khitans and Xi, 272-9; horse-silk trade with Tang, 276, 277; the end, 278-9; and throughout Emperor Wen, 87, 95; military organization, 98-100; relations with the Turks, 99-107; with Tuyuhun, 107-8; with Koguryo, 108-111; southern expedition, 111-2; compared with Emperor Yang, 112-3, 128-30; 186; and throughout Emperor Wu (of Han), 25, 29, 30, 41, 42, 50, 54, 58, 75, 82, 117, 126, 362
Emperor Xiaowen of the Northern Wei, 34
Emperor Yang, 36, 72, 76, 84, 85, 86, 92, 102; government, 113-4; relations with the Eastern Turks, 114-5, 126-7; southern
expedition, 114-6; with Tuyuhun, 118-9; with the Western Regions, 116-20; with the Western Turks, 120-1; with Koguryo, 121-8; compared with Emperor Wen, 112-3, 128-30; compared with Taizong, 138-9, 170; and throughout

Empress Dugu 獨孤, 72, 98
Empress Wei 魏, 73, 144, 150
Empress Wu 武, 67, 72, 73; policy, 144-7; relations with Tibet and the Western Turks, 243-7; relations with the Eastern Turks and Khitans, 262-9; and throughout

equal adversary (diguo), 171, 266
Erhai 洱海, 144
Erudite of the Chamberlain for Ceremonials (taichang boshi), 325
Eunuch Supervisor (jianjun), 159, 163, 343
Fang Xuanling 房玄齡, 137, 138, 146, 196, 268
Fanyang 范陽, 153, 156, 279
Fanzhen 藩鎮(also fangzhen 方鎮), see regional command
Faxian 飛燕, 37, 89
Feng Liao 鳳姣, 86
Feng Lun 鳳麟, 174
fengjian 奉天, 162, 330
Fengzhou 豐州, 136, 149, 172, 265, 270, 309
Fenyang Wang Jiazhuan 汾陽王家傳, 9
Ferghana, 251, 252, 283, 284, 292, 293
Foguo Ji 佛國記, 37, 89
Foreign Relations Office (libin yuan), 77
fortresses (cheng), 146
Four Garrisons, 141, 149, 195, 196, 244, 245, 251, 270, 281
Frontier Patrolling Inspector (xunbian shi), 77
Fu 伏, 108
Fu (country of Fu) 附, 119
Fu Jian 蘇堅, 45, 52, 53, 57
Fu Yi 傅易, 182, 348
fubing 府兵, 10, 34, 35, 98, 124, 136-7, 151, 169
Fudifu 伏帝匐, 291
Fudinan 伏帝難, 291

Fuma Duwei 駱馬都尉, see Commandant-escort
Funan Ji 扶南記, 82
Funan Yiwu Zhi 扶南異物志, 82
Futu 浮圖, 194
Fuyi ling 賦役令, see Taxation Statutes
Fuyu 扶餘, 209
Fuyun 伏允, 108, 118, 119, 175, 176, 235, 236
Gai Jiajun 蔡嘉運, 85, 282
Gan Ying 甘英, 82
Ganzhou 甘州, 136, 137, 246, 253, 291
Gao Baoning 高寶寧, 100
Gao Huan 高歡, 36, 47
Gao Jiong 高嶺, 104, 110, 115, 129
Gao Pian 高寛, 343, 344
Gao Xianzhi 高仙芝, 154, 155, 258, 284
Gaoshang 高昌 (see also Karakhoja), 52, 53, 89, 119, 140, 142, 143, 168, 193, 194, 199, 201
Gaoche 高車, 35, 49, 50, 287
Gaoli Fengsu 高麗風俗, 85
Gaozong (Tang), 2, 67; policy, 144-7; conquest of Paekche, 217-21; encounters with Koguryo, 218, 219; alliance with Silla, 218-22; conquest of Koguryo, 221-2; relations with Tibet and with Tuyuhun, 239-43; and throughout
Gaozu (Tang), 7, 8; defense, 133, 136-8; rise, 169; relations with the Eastern Turks, 169-71; appeasement policy toward the Eastern Turks, 171-5; policy toward the Western Turks, 175; relations with Tuyuhun, 175-6; policy toward Korea, 207-9; and throughout

Gentlement Attendant at the Palace Gate (huangmen shilang), 117
Geshu Han 割舒翰, 79, 154, 155, 258
Gongren 恭仁, 246
Grand Astrologer (taishi ling), 182
Grand Master of Remonstrance (jianyi dafu), 70
Grand Protecorate of Chanyu 單于, 199, 262
Great Balur (Baltistan), 252
Great Wall, 29, 60, 61, 100, 113, 115, 184, 349, 363, 364
Gu Yin 顧愷之, 83, 84

Guan Junrong Shi 觀軍容使, see Inspector of the armies
Guancha Shi 觀察使, see Surveillance commissioner
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Guangzhai Temple 光宅, 323
Guannei 關內, 154
Guazhou 瓜州, 137
Guduolu 骨咄盧, see Qutlugh
Guiyi Army 歡義, 316
Guizhou 桂州, 343
Guli Peiluo 骨力裴羅, see Qullîgh Boïla
Guo Xiaoke 郭孝恪, 143, 194, 195
Guo Yuanzhen 郭元振, 8, 147, 245, 246, 271
Guo Zhiyun 郭知運, 78
Guo Ziyi 郭子儀, 9, 159, 160, 292, 293, 298, 300, 323, 324, 325, 327, 357
Guogong Jiazhuan 郭公家傳, 9
Guoshì 國史, see National history
Guoyù 國語, 21
Guozhou 費州, 187
Hami (Yiwu) 哈密, 119, 140, 193, 194
Han Huang 韓號, 333
Han Yougui 韓詠, 333
Han Yu 韓愈, 348
Han-Tang Dili Shuchao 漢唐地理書抄, 90
Hanhai 瀨海, 192
Hanlin 翰林, 158, 162, 331
Hanlin Academician (Hanlin xueshi), 67, 161, 307
Hanlin Academy, 73
Hanlin xueshi 翰林學士, see Hanlin academician
Hanoi, 342, 343
Heavenly Qaghan (tian kehan), 2, 3, 15, 140; Taizong’s assumption of the title, 179-83, 191, 210; 306, 307, 347, 361
Heichi Changzhi 黑齒常之, 147
Heishuizhou 黑水州, 227
Helan 賀蘭山, 328
Helou Zigan 賀婆子幹, 99
Helu 賀魯, 141, 195, 196
heqin 和親, see marriage alliance
Herong 和戎, 147
Hexi 河西, 155, 156, 245, 250, 256, 265, 315, 322, 323
Heyuan 河源, 118, 146, 147, 250
Hezhong 河中, 300, 326, 331
Honglu Qing 鴻臚卿, see Chamberlain of the court of state ceremonies
Honglu Si 鴻臚寺, see Court of state ceremonies
Hongwu emperor, 362, 363
Hongyuanwu 洪源谷, 247
Hostel for Tributary Envoys (sifang guan), 76, 80, 81
Hu 胡, 23, 24, 30
Hu, see Sogdians
Huangfu Weiming 皇甫惟明, 155, 253
Huangmen Shilang 黃門侍郞, see Gentleman attendant at the palace gate
Huazhou 化州, 188, 189
Hubu 戶部, see Ministry of revenue
Huhaizhou 忽汗州, 227
Hui Shi 惠施, 28
Huiriao 惠超, 90
Huine 回紇, 304
HuShui 回鶻, 304
Huining 會寧, 121
Huisheng 惠生, 89
Huiyao 會要, 8
Hummu, 228
Hun 漢, 291
Hun Jian 漢堅, 332, 334
Hushu 互市, see tribute trade
Hushu Jian 互市監, see Directorate of tribute trade
Hushu 護輸, 291
Husi Zheng 斷斯政, 123
Huyan 呼延, 293
İlbâr, 192
Imperial Diarist (qiju lang, qiju sheren), 70
India, 25, 30, 31, 37, 57, 82, 88, 89, 90, 144, 183, 235, 238, 303, 335
inner court (neiting), 69, 72, 98, 158, 161
Inspector of the Armies (guan junrong shi), 159
Inspectorate General of Water Works (dushui tai, dushui Jian), 129
Investigation Commissioner (caifang shi), 153
Irydn 伊然, 14
Ishbara (Shabolue), 100-4, 352
Istâmi, 48
Japan, 4, 26, 87, 92, 111, 125, 126, 204, 212, 220, 221, 365
Japanese pirates, 364
Ji Chu’na 紀處納, 271
Jia Dan 賈耽, 85, 86
Jia Yi 賈誼, 61, 312
Jian’an 建安, 224
Jiang Ke 姜恪, 240
Jiang Xingben 姜行本, 142
Jiangdu 江都, 113
Jianjun 監軍, see eunuch supervisor
Jiannan 劍南, 154, 155, 256, 259, and throughout
Jianyi Dafu 諫議大夫, see Grand master of remonstrance
Jiaozhou 交州, 111, 113, 199
Jiaozhou Yiwu Zhi 交州異物志, 91
Jiedu Shi 節度使, see Military commissioner
Jilin 集林(Kyerim), 223
Jimi 冀州(see also subordinated area commands and prefectures), 145, 192, 262, 283, 354
Jimi 冀州, 140, 192, 236, 237, 243, 259, 263, 264, 266, 267, 279, 349
Jimsa, 194
Jun see Armies
Jun 郡, see commandery
Junior Messenger {xiao xingren), 75
Kang see Samarkand
Kang 潇, 10, 101, 158, 159, 160
Kang Taijia, 82
Kara-khoja (Gaochang), 52, 53
Kashgar (Shule), 53, 140, 143, 194, 195, 311
Karghalik (Zhujubo), 195
Kashmir, 116, 253
Kaya (Mimana), 125
Kesch, 116, 282
Khitan, 3; in Sui, 99-103, 109-114; in Tang, 146, 150, 152, 153, 156, 168, 176, 177, 179, 198, 199; relations with Taizong, 211-15; in Gaozong’s time, 218, 226, 228; relations with Turks and Empress Wu, 265-9; relations with Xuanzong and the Turks, 273, 276, 277, 279-80, 290; under the Uighurs, 295-6; 304; assistance to Tang, 316; 318; later development into Liao, 357-8; and throughout
Khitan-Liao, relations with Song, 353, 359-60
Khotan (Yutian), 45, 54, 195, 243, 244, 293
Khr ‘Dusrong, 246, 247
Khrigtsug lde brtsan, 341
Khrigtsug (Qilixu), 257
Khrigtsug lde brtsan, 247
Khubilai, 361, 362
Kim Ch’unch’u 金春秋, 217, 218, 224
Kim Pömmin 金法敏, 218
Kim Pu-sik 金富軒, 14, 15, 84
Kirghiz, 85, 86, 88, 269, 276, 295, 304, 305, 315, 318, 319, 355
Koguryo, 4, 15, 16, 55-6, 79, 82, 83, 85; relations with Sui, 108-11, 121-30; in Tang, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 147, 191, 199; reasons for Tang campaigns, 203, 206-7; peace with Gaozu, 207-9; relations with Taizong, 209-17; Tang conquest, 221-2, 223, 224, 225
Koko Nor, 45, 145, 240, 241, 246, 253, 357
Kun River, 220
Kucha (Qiuci), 53, 140, 141, 195, 196, 199, 238, 244, 251, 253, 271, 311, 315
Kumarajiva, 53
Kumede, 283
Kunzhou 昆州, 197
Lanzhou 蘭州, 149, 250
Lelang 樂浪, 55, 207
Li 禮, see propriety
Li Ao 李敖, 82
Li Baiyao 李百藥, 185
Li Chengcai 李承采, 293
Li Chenghong 李承宏, 324
Li Daen 李大恩, 143
Li Daliang 李大良, 193
Li Deyu 李德裕, 11, 70, 71, 86, 166, 340, 341, 342; role in Tang policy toward the Uighurs and Kirghiz, 315-9
Li Fan 李繁, 10, 91, 304
Li Fuguo 李輔國, 74, 158, 159, 160
Li Guangbi 李光弼, 159, 160, 292, 325
Li Gui 李軌, 175
Li Guochang (Chixin) 李國昌, 356
Li Huaguang 李懷光, 162, 331
Li Jiancheng 李建成, 138, 176
Li Jiang 李綬, 165, 307, 308
Li Jifu 李吉甫, 337
Li Jing 李靖, 142, 179, 213, 235
Li Jingxuan 李敬玄, 147, 242
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Li Keyong 李克用, 356
Li Linfu 李林甫, 7, 72, 155, 156, 258
Li Mi 李泌, 10, 91, 303, 304, 310, 332, 335
Li Sheng 李晟, 332, 333, 334
Li Shiji 李世勣, 142, 179, 213, 221
Li Shimin 李世民, see Taizong
Li Xian 李宪, 268
Li Xingyi 李行琒, 256
Li Yuan 李渊, see Gaozu
Li Yuanzhong 李元忠, 305
Li Zhigu 李知古, 249, 252
Li Zhuo 李琢, 342
Liang Shidu 梁師都, 172, 173, 174, 176, 179
Liangzhou 梁州, 331
Liangzhou 洛州, 52, 53, 99, 136, 137, 147, 175, 193, 240, 246, 257, 291
Liao 燕, 216
Liao river 燕, 54, 110, 122, 123
Liaodong 遼東, 54, 55, 108, 123, 138, 144, 146, 208, 210, 212, 213, 215, 223, 224, 225
Liaodong Jungong 遼東郡公, see Commandery Duke of Liaodong
Liaodong Junwang 遼東郡王, see Commandery Prince of Liaodong
Liaoxi 燕西, 110
Liaoyang 燕陽, 224
Libin Yuan 禮賓院, see Foreign relations office
Libu 禮部, see Ministry of Rites
Libu Shiliang 禮部侍郎, see Vice Minister of Rites
Liguo Zhuan 歷國傳, 89
Lin En 林恩, 10
Lingnan 嶺南, 111, 153
Lingwu 禮武, 156, 158, 292
Lingzhou 燕州, 144, 149, 188, 191, 241, 265, 305, 326, 328
Lintao Army 臨洮, 250
Lintun 臨屯, 55
Linyi 林邑 (Champa), 112, 139
Linyu 臨渝, 100
Linzhou 靺州, 332
Little Balur, 252, 253, 257, 257, 258, 284
Liu An 劉安, 30
Liu Boying 劉伯英, 143-4
Liu Chang 劉昶, 104
Liu Fang 劉方, 111
Liu Gongquan 劉公權, 15
Liu Huan 劉濬, 154, 282
Liu Hun 劉濬, 334
Liu Kang 柳伉, 325
Liu Kuang 劉暌, 258, 264
Liu Rengui 劉仁軌, 147, 148; role in Korea, 220-2, 224; 241
Liu Shirang 劉世讓, 144
Liu Wenjing 劉文靜, 169, 170
Liu Wuzhou 劉武周, 173
Liu Yuan 劉渊, 33, 44, 183
Liu Yuqi 劉禹錫, 163
Liu Zhi 劉畸, 8
Liu Zhiji 劉知己, 264
Liu Zongyang 劉宗元, 163
Liugu 柳谷, 307
liuhou 留後, see deputy commander
Liuqiu 琉球, 116
Lizhou 黎州, 197
Local Regional Commands (zongguan fu), 136
Longyou 遼右, 155, 156, 160, 310, 322, 323
Longzhou 遼州, 337
Lou Shide 裏師德, 149, 247
Loufan 樓煥, 121, 169
Loulan (also Shanshan) 樓蘭, 53, 54
Lu Cheng 陸澄, 90, 91
Lu Sui 路隋, 337
Lu Zhi 聲賢, 11, 74, 158, 161, 162, 331, 332
Ludongzan 祿東贊, see Mgar Stong rtsan
Lulong 盧龍, 157, 316, 318
Lun Kongre 論恐熱, see Blon Gung bzher
Lun Mingxilie 論名悉磄, see Blon Myes-slebs
Lun Yan 論賢, see Mang nyen bzhi-brtsan
Luoyang 洛陽, 89
Lù Guang 吕光, 52, 53
Lükua 吕夸 (Kualu), 107, 108
Ma Chongying 馬重英, 324
Ma Sui 馬燧, 332, 333, 334
Ma Yu 馬宇, 10
madhyadesa, 30, 31, 183
Mang nyen bzhi-brtsan (Lun Yan), 246
Mang po-rtje (Mangbuzhi), 256
Mangbuzhi 莫布支, see Mang po-rtje
Manichean religion, 301
Manichean temples, 165, 318
Manicheanism, 314
Manshu 呪書, 86
Maozhou 茂州, 201, 243
Maritime Trade Commissioner (shibo shi), 81
marriage alliances, 29, 35, 44, 46, 47, 48,
49, 61, 62, 74, 77, 86, 100, 105, 108, 140, 142, 173, 211, 236, 237, 240, 258; between Tang and the Uighurs, 292-5, 299, 303-4, 307-9; negotiations between Tang and Nanzhao, 344; 351, 352; Song and Liao, 360; marriage, negotiations between Sui and the Turks, 105-6, 121; negotiations between Tang and the Eastern Turks, 173-4, 179; request from the Western Turks, 175, 195; negotiation with the Xueyantuo, 190-91; request from Tuyuhun, 235; request from Tibet, 236-7, 239, 242, 247; request from the Eastern Turks, 266, 267, 268, 269, 272, 276, 278; between Tang and the Khitans, 279; between Tang and the Xi, 279; Turgish, 281

Mawei 马嵬, 156, 292
Mayi 马邑, 143, 173, 174
Menxia Sheng 門下省, see Department of chancellery
Mgar Khri 'bring (Qinling), 8, 245, 246
Mgar Stong rtsan (Ludongzan), 238, 239, 240, 242, 245
Migu 模谷, 338
Military Commissioner (jiedu shi), development of, 151-6; in post-An Lushan time, 157-8, 162, 164, 165, 166, 350
Military Commissioner (jinglue dashi, jinglue shi), 152, 153, 154
Militia (fubing, also militiamen), 10, 137, 141, 146, 151, 348, 350
Mimana (Kaya), 125
Ming dynasty, foreign relations of, 362-4
Mingjia 名家, see School of Dialecticians
Mingguo furen 国夫人, see Consort of the Min state
Mingzhou 明州, 144
Ministry of Justice (xingbu), 80
Ministry of Receptions (zhuke bu), 79
Ministry of Revenue (hubu), 79, 200
Ministry of Rites (libu), 75, 79, 80
Ministry of War (bingbu), 80
Minor Koguryo, 223
Mochu 默啜, see Bāg Chor
Mohe 摩訶, 99, 100, 109, 110, 122, 136, 177, 197, 199, 211, 212, 214, 218, 225, 227, 228
Momen 莫門, 146
Mongols, 50; rise and the Yuan dynasty, 361-2; relations with the Ming dynasty, 362-64

Mouyu 牟羽, see Bōgū
Moyanchoo 磨延啜, see Bayan Chor
Munmu, 223, 224, 226
Munye, 227, 228
Muron Wei 慕容瑋, 33
Murong, 33, 44, 45, 55
Muye, 227, 228
Muyō, 226
Muzong, policy, 338
Naghid Chor (Najiechuo), 315, 316, 317
Najiechuo 那爾壷, see Naghid Chor
Namgön, 221, 222
Namsaeng, 221
Nanhai Jigui Neifa Zhuan 南海寄歸內法傳, 90
Nanning 南寧, 143
Nanningzhou, 197
Nanzhao 南昭, 3, 4, 57, 86, 157, 166; relations with Xuanzong, 259-60; alliance with Tibet, 322, 323, 327; alliance with Tang against Tibet, 303, 335-6; relations with Tang from 820, 341-4; and throughout
Nanzhou Yiwu Zhi 南州異物志, 91
National History (guoshi), 92
Neifu Ju 内府局, see Palace treasury
Neishi Sheng 内侍省, see Secretariat
Neishi Sheng 内使省, see Palace domestic service
neiting 内廷, see inner court
Nine Surnames (Jiuxing), 274, 276, 290
Niu Sengru 牛僧孺, 318, 340, 341
Niu Xianke 牛仙客, 154
Nongjia 農家, see Agricultural school
Northern Wei, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36, 46, 47, 50, 52, 53, 54
Nuhebo 諾葛鉞, 236, 237, 238, 240, 241
Nushibi 弁失畢, 246
Ögä, relations with Tang, 315-9; 355
Office (or Department) of the Secretariat (zhongshu sheng), 67, 70, 88
Office of Daoist Worship (chongxuan shu), 76
Office of General Management (Zongli Yamen), 365
Office of Receptions (dianfan shu, dianke shu), 76, 77
Official Interpreter (yiguan), 92
Old Tibetan Annals, 14, 15, 249
Old Tibetan Chronicle, 14, 15, 249
Ornīzets (Wamosi), 315, 316, 317, 318, 354
outer court (waiting), 72
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Pyongyang, 16, 82, 122, 147, 210, 220, 221, 222, 224
Paekche, 4, 16; in the Period of Disunion, 55-6; relations with Sui, 110-1, 125-6; in Tang, 145; relations with Gaozu, 207-9; in Taizong’s time, 209-14; Tang conquest, 217-21, 223, 224, 225
Palace Armies, 158, 159, 160, 161, 163, 325, 350
Palace Domestic Service (neishi sheng), 80, 81
Palace Secretariat (shumi yuan), 74
Palace Secretary (shumi shi), 74, 164
Palace Treasury (neifu Ju), 80, 81
Pang Xun 師勤, 343, 344, 356
Parhae, relations with Tang and the Turks, 227-7, 358
Parthia, 25
Peroz, 283
Pei Ju 貝矩, 85, 87; role in policy-making, 116-21; 124, 127, 129, 175, 208, 209
Pei Xingjian 貝行簡, 147, 244, 245, 262
Pei Yan 貝炎, 147, 262
Pei Yun 貝雲, 130
Persia, 31, 48, 116, 118, 196, 283
Piluoge 梨渥, 259
Pingliang 平涼, 303, 334, 337
Pingliangchuan 平涼川, 334
Pinglu 平盧, 153, 157, 279
Piti Spring 毛鈺, 307
Pojang, 215, 216, 222, 225, 226
Poksin, 220
Policy Adviser (sanqi changshi), 70
Precious King (baowang), 239
Prefect (cishi), 187
prefecture (zhou), 98, 99, 111, 120, 136, 153, 197, 267
Prince of Guangping 廣平, 293, 294
Prince of Yong 順, 297
Prince P'ung 豐 (Paekche), 220, 221, 222
Prince Yung 隆, 218, 219, 221, 223, 224, 225
Prince Anyi 安義, 105, 106
Prince Bilgä, 293
Prince Chonghui 崇徽, 299
Prince Dayi 大義 (also Princess Qianjin), 103-5
Princess Gu'an 固安, 279
Princess Guanghua 光化, 108, 118
Princess Huarong 華容, 119
Princess Jiaobei 交河, 281, 282
Princess Jieyou 解優, 86
Princess Jincheng 金城, 87, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 258, 324, 351
Princess Ningguo 寧國, 294, 352
Princess Pingyang 平陽, 36
Princess Qianjin 千金, 49, 82, 100-2, 351
Princess Taihe 太和, 308, 317, 318, 352
Princess Taiping 太平, 73, 243, 272
Princess Wencheng 文成, 87, 91, 236, 238, 242, 351
Princess Xian'an 咸安, 304, 352
Princess Xinyi 信義, 121
Princess Yicheng 義成, 86, 106, 115, 127, 128, 172, 173, 174, 179, 351
propriety (li), 19, 23
Protector-general of Anbei 安北, 78, 153
Protector-general of Anxi 安西 (Xiyu duhu), 85, 140, 143, 153, 251; and throughout
Protector-general of Beiting 北庭, 153, 253, 272, 273
Protector-general of Chanyu, 153
Protector-general of the Western Regions (Xiyu duhu), 84, 180
Protector-general, responsibilities of, 153, 198
Protectorate (duhu fu), 145, 153, 197-9, 354
Protectorate of Anbei, 199, 265
Protectorate of Andong 安東, 145, 146, 147, 199, 222, 223; changes in location, 224-6; 244
Protectorate of Annan 安南, 199, 342, 358
Protectorate of Anxi, 141, 149, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199, 201, 243, 251, 253, 271, 281, 282; and throughout
Protectorate of Beiting 北庭, 197, 199, 282
Protectorate of Chanyu 灣于, 78, 199, 267
Protectorate of Hanhai 瀛海, 198, 199
Protectorate of Jinshan 金山, 196, 265
Protectorate of Kunling 昆陵, 196, 244
Protectorate of Mengchi 濛池, 196, 244
Protectorate of Western Regions (Xiyu duhu fu), 51, 198, 354; and throughout
Protectorate of Yanran 燕然, 192, 198, 199
Pugu 僕固, see also Buqu, 315, 316
Pugu Huaien 僕固懷恩, 159, 293, 294, 296, 297, 298, 299, 325, 326, 352, 357
Puye 僕育, see Deputy head of the department of state affairs
Puyō, 55
Qarluq, 278, 281, 284, 295, 305, 315
qi 啓, 169, 171
Qian Daxin 錢大昕, 16
Qiang 45, 51, 56, 201, 243, 324, 340
Qibi 業 143, 194, 235, 291, 318
Qibi Heli 業 143, 181, 190, 240
Qieshi, see Kashgar
Qifu 業 45, 46
Qiju Lang 起居郎, see Imperial diarist
Qiju Sheren, see Imperial diarist
Qiju Zhu 起居注, see Court diary
Qilixu 起力徐, see Khri-gzigs
Qimin 92, 106-7, 114-5, 118, 119, 121, 187
Qing dynasty, foreign relations, 364-5
Qingshui 329, 332, 333
Qingzhou 起宗州, 357
Qinling 攻陵, see Mgar Khri 'bring
Qinzhou 起州, 337
Qiuci 龜兹, see Kucha
Qiulong specialised, 342
qiuyan 求言, 68
Quan Tangshi 全唐詩, 11
Quan Tangwen 全唐文, 11
Quilghugh Boila (Guli Peiluo), 278, 287, 291
Quilghugh (Gudulu), 263, 265, 266, 290
Rangan 染干, see Zamqan
Rectifier of Omissions (buque), 70
Regional Command (fanzheng, also fangzheng), 152, 153, 157-8, 350
Regional Military Command (zongguan fu), 98, 99, 114, 349
Regional Military Commander (zongguan), 98, 99
Reminder (shiyi), 70
Ren Fang 任昉, 90
Ren Yaxiang 任雅相, 148
Rili 日曆, see Daily calendar
Rong Yu 戎昱, 299
Rouran 柔然, 35, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 53, 55, 56, 287
Ruizong, power struggle, 145, 150
Samarkand (Kang), 139, 140, 283
Samguk Saghi 三國史記, 14, 15, 16, 219, 223
Samguk Yusa 三國遺事, 14
Sang Hongyang 桑弘羊, 59, 61
Sanqi Changshi 散騎常侍, see Policy adviser
Sansheng 三省, see Three Departments
Scholars of the Northern Gate (Beimen xueshi), 73, 147
School of Dialecticians (Mingjia), 28
School of Yin and Yang and of Five Phases, 28
Secretarial Receptionist (tongshi sheng), 70, 80
Secrateriat (neishi sheng), 129
Secrateriat Director (zhongshu ling), 69
Secrateriat Drafter (zhongshu sheren), 317
Secrateriat-chancellery (zhongshu menxia), 67
Senior Messenger (da xingren), 75
settlement, 42, 46; policy, 62; debate in
Taizong's time, 183-7; resettlement of the
Turks, 187-9; of the Tiele, 192-93; Han
resettlement, 197; of the Koreans, 215,
222; Tang resettlement policy, 262-4;
Xuanzong's resettlement of the Turks,
274-6; 353, 354
Shaanan 陝南, 157
Shaanzhou 陝州, 160, 324
Shabulue, see Ishbara
Shang Beibei 尚卑卑, 341
Shang Jiezi 尚結字, see Zhang rGyal-zigs
Shang Jiezan 尚結贌, see Zhang rGyal
tshan
Shang Zhuguo 上柱國, see Supreme pillar
of state
Shangguan Wan'er 上官婉兒, 73
Shangshu Ling 尚書令, see Director of the
department of state affairs
Shangshu Sheng 尚書省, see Department
of State Affairs
Shanshan (Loulan) 53, 54, 119
Shaofu Jian see Directorate for
imperial manufactories
Shatuo 沙陀, 305, 315, 318, 337, 356
Shazhou 赤州, 137, 341
She Jiancha Yushi 検察御史, see Acting
investigating censor
Shegui 射圃, 120, 121
Sheene Army 神策, 160, 161, 162, 163,
164, 165, 325, 350
Shengzhou 勝州, 270
Shenyi fengbo 審議封駁, 70
Shenzhou 深州, 197
Shetu 攝圖, 49
Shi Chaoyi 史朝義, 156, 296, 297, 298
Shi Danai 史大奈, 169
Shi Fasheng 释法盛, 89
Shi Shuhuxi 史胡悉, 127
Shi Siming 史思明, 156
Shi Tanjing 释叠景, 89
Shi Zhimeng 释智猛, 89
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Shibao 石堡, 253, 258
Shibi 始畢, 86, 115, 127, 128, 168, 169, 170, 172
Shibo Shi 市舶使, see Maritime trade commissioner
Shiguan 史館, see Bureau of Historiography
Shijia Fangzi 釋迦方志, 183
Shilong 士龍, 342, 343, 344
Shihu 實錄, see Veritable records
Shine-usu inscription, 14, 306
Shishi Xiyu Ji 釋氏西域記, 89
Shiwei 室韋, 109, 168, 210, 304, 318, 319, 357
Shiyi 拾遺, see Reminder
Shizheng 時政記, see Administrative record
Shizhong 鉦中, see Director of the chancellery
Shiziguo 鉦子國 (Srilanka), 150
Shouxiang 受降 Fortresses, the building of, 269-70; 275, 277, 296, 307
Shu書, 137, 169, 172
Shuguo 騩國, see Dependent state
Shule 疏勒, see Kashgar
Shumi Shi 樞密使, see Palace secretary
Shumi Yuan 樞密院, see Palace secretariat
Shun 順 of the Tuyuhun, 118, 176, 236, 237
Shunzhou 順州, 187, 188
Shunzong, reform, 163-4
Shuofang 朔方 Army, 78
Shuofang, 153, 156, 158, 270, 278
Shuozhou 朔州, 106
Sifang Guan 四方館, see Hostel for tributary envoys
Sijie 思結, 199, 291
Silla, 4, 16, 55-6, 83; relations with Sui, 111, 125-6; pro-Tang policy, 206; relation with Gaozu, 207-8; envoys to Taizong, 209; pro-Tang policy, 211-4, 217; alliance with Gaozong, 218-22; conflicts with Tang, 223-7; relations with Parhae, 227-8
Sima Guang 司馬光, 9, 16, 117, 191
Simen 司門, see Transit authorization bureau
Sino-centrism, 22-3
Siyi Shu 四夷述, 86
Siyi Shu 四夷署, see Ceremonial office
Sogdians (Hu), 150, 161, 177, 202, 275, 276, 295, 301, 302, 314
Song dynasty, foreign relations, 358-9; relations with Liao, 353, 358-60; with Western Xia, 360-1; with Jin, 353; 361
Song Jing 宋璟, 150, 272, 274
Song Minqiu 宋敏求, 9
Song Yun 宋雲, 89, 90
Songzhou 松州, 237, 251
Srong btsan sgam-po, 236, 237, 238, 239
Su Chuo 蘇绰, 34
Su Dingfang 蘇定方, 217, 218, 219, 220
Su Mian 蘇冕, 8
Su Wei 蘇威, 130
Subordinated area commands and system, 197-202; 361
Suiye 碎葉, see Tokmak
Suiyuan Army 綏遠, 252
Suizhou 隋州, 143, 249, 323, 336
Sulu 蘇祿, 281, 282
Sun Hui 孫晦, 257
Suoge 崇葛, 271
Supervising Secretary (jishi zhong), 70, 185
Supreme Pillar of State (shang zhuguo), 207
Surveillance Commissioner (guancha shi), 153
Suzong, 67; assuming the throne, 156; eunuchs in government, 158-9; relations with the Uighurs, 292-6; relations with Tibet, 322-3
T'aejong, 226
Tae Choyŏng, 227
Taichang Si 太常寺, see Court of imperial sacrifices
Taichang Boshi 太常博士, see Erudite of the chamberlain for ceremonies
Taishi Ling 太史令, see Grand astrologer
Taizong, 2, 7, 8, 15, 16, 36, 67, 70, 72, 74, 83, 88, 100, 138; government 138-9; foreign policy, 139-41; decision-making, 141-44, 170; conquest of the Eastern Turks, 140, 174, 176-9; conquest of the Xueyantuo, 190-2; policy towards the Western Turks and Western Regions, 193-5; peace with the three Korean states, 209-10; decision for war against Koguryŏ, 210-14; Silla and Paekche in Taizong's time, 211-7; wars with Koguryŏ, 215-7; campaigns against Tuyuhun, 235-6; relations with Tibet, 236-9; and throughout
Talas River, 8, 85, 284
Tamim ibn Bahr, 313
Tang Da Zhaoling Ji 唐大詔令集, 9
Tang Huiyao 唐會要, 8, 85
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Tang Jian 唐倉, 83
Tang Liudian 唐六典, 7
Tang Tongji 唐統記, 10
Tang Xiujing 唐休璟, 149, 150, 244, 265, 270
Tangut, 57, 357
Tanshihuai 43, 44
Tao river 濁, 251, 357
Taozhou 濁州, 245
Tardu (Datou), 101, 107
Tashkent, 282, 284
Tashkurgan (Congling), 195
Taxation Statutes (fuyi ling), 201
Tegin, 253
Territorial Representatives (chaoji shi), 68
Three Departments (sansheng), 69, 72, 129, 139
Tian Mou 田牟, 315, 316
Tian Kehan 天可汗, see Heavenly Qaghan
Tianbing Army 田兵, 152
Tiande Army 天德, 315, 316, 317
Tibet, 3, 4, 10, 11, 16, 38, 50, 56, 84, 91, 92, 119, 140, 145, 146, 150; expansion, 156-7; 160, 165, 166, 199, 231, 233; compared with the nomadic powers, 233-5; relations with Taizong and Tuyuhun, 236-9; relations with Gaozong and with Tuyuhun, 239-43; competition with Tang in southwest and in the Western Regions, 243-8; treaty with Tang in 706, 248-50; marriage of Princess Jincheng, 247-8; relations with Xuanzong, 250-58; relations with Türkish, 281-282; relations with Suzong, 292; 322-23; with Daizong, 323-7; with Dezong, the Uighurs, Nanzhao, 303, 305-6, 323, 327-36; with Tang in 806-51, 337-41; end, 341; and throughout
Tibetan inscriptions, 14, 15, 249
Tibetans, 9, 10, 78, 79, 147, 161, 162, 195, 225; and throughout
Tiele 銜勒, 49, 50, 107, 118, 119, 140, 149, 152, 168, 176, 177, 191; resettlement under Tang, 192-3; assistance to Tang campaign, 194, 195; under the jimi system, 199, 201; revolt against Tang, 199, 275; conflicts with the Turks, 265, 273, 276; Uighurs and the Tiele, 287, 290, 291, 295; and throughout
Tingyi 廷議, see Court conference
Tingzhou 漯州, 245
Tongshu Sheren 通事處人, see Secretariat receptionist
Tongdian 洹典, 8, 85, 245
Tongding 洹定, 123
Tongra, 156, 191, 199, 265, 275, 293, 295
Tongshi Sheren 通事處人, see Secretariat receptionist
Tongtian (Tuli), 174, 176, 177, 178, 179, 181, 187, 188
Toch’im, 220
Tokhara, 282, 284, 293
Tokharestan (Tuhuoluo), 85, 283
Tokmak (Suiye), 195, 244, 270
Ton Bagha Tarqan (Dun Mohe Dagan), 301, 302, 303, 304, 315
Tongzhe, 3, 4, 10, 11, 16, 38, 50, 56, 84, 91, 92, 119, 140, 145, 146, 150; expansion, 156-7; 160, 165, 166, 199, 231, 233; compared with the nomadic powers, 233-5; relations with Taizong and Tuyuhun, 236-9; relations with Gaozong and with Tuyuhun, 239-43; competition with Tang in southwest and in the Western Regions, 243-8; treaty with Tang in 706, 248-50; marriage of Princess Jincheng, 247-8; relations with Xuanzong, 250-58; relations with Türkish, 269-72; with Xuanzong, 277, 281-4
Tudong 突董, 302
Tufa 秃髮, 45
Tufan Huanghe Lu 吐蕃黃河錄, 86
Tuli, see Tölish
Tulishu 土梨樹, 334
Tumidu Pi 突米度, 192
Tuoba Gui 拓跋珪, 45
Tuoba Sigong 拓跋思恭, 357
Tuoba 拓跋, 31, 36, 44, 45, 46
Turfan, 11, 362
Turkish inscriptions, 13, 14, 15, 263, 265, 290, 312-3
Turs, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 14, 48, 49, 50, 78, 82, 83, 85, 98, 99, 100, 122, 138, 143, 147, and throughout
Tutu Chengcui 吐突承璀, 308
Tuyuhun 吐谷渾, 4, 45, 46, 53, 57; relations with Sui, 98, 107-8, 117-20; with Tang, 140, 168, 195, 199; with Gaozu, 175-6; Taizong’s campaign, 235-6;
relations with Tang and Tibet, 231, 237-8, 239-43, 246, 315, 316, 318, 324, 325, 357; and throughout

Uch-turfan (Dashicheng), 281

Uighurs, 3, 9, 10, 14, 71, 77, 78, 92, 144, 156, 157, 161, 166; relations with the Turks, 176-7; against the Xueyantuo, 191, 290; under the Tang jimi system, 192-3, 196, 197-202, 290; conflicts with Tang, 253; early development before Tang, 287, 290; relations with Tang and the Turks before 745, 265, 278, 290-2; relations with Suzong, 295, 300, 302, 309-11, 352; the Khitans and Xi under the Uighurs, 295-6; relations with Daizong, 296-301, 325-326; relations with Dezong, 301-6, 335-6; conflicts with Tibet, 305-6, 307, 311; reasons for the alliance with Tang, 309-15; end, 315-9; and throughout

Ungjin (Xiongjin), 220

Veritable Records (shilu), 92

Vice Director of the Secretariat (zhongshu shilang), 80, 185

Vice Minister of Rites (libu shiliang), 185

Waiguo Shi 外國史, 89

Waiguo Zhuan 外國傳, 89

waiqi 外戚, 72

waiting see outer court

Wamosi 威末斯, see Ormizt

Wang Zhen 莊敬, 91

Wang Chengzong 王承宗, 307

Wang Jun 王晙, 78, 274, 275

Wang Junchuo 王君謐, 253, 291

Wang Mingsheng 王鳴盛, 16

Wang Mingyuan 王名遠, 85

Wang Mo 王謨, 90

Wang Pu 王溥, 8

Wang Qinruo 王欽若, 8

Wang Shichong 王世充, 173

Wang Xianzhi and Huang Chao rebellion 王仙芝 黃巢, 166, 344, 357

Wang Xiaojie 王孝傑, 149, 244

Wang Xuance 王玄策, 83, 238

Wang Zhongsi 王忠嗣, 78, 155, 258

Wanshoufort 万壽戎, 115

Wei Lun 魏倫, 327, 328

Wei Man 魏滿, 54

Wei Shu 魏述, 83

Wei Xiang 魏相, 59

Wei Yuanzhong 魏元忠, 242

Wei Zheng 魏徵, 139, 142, 143, 186, 189, 194, 209, 213, 215

Weibo 魏博, 157

Weizhou 渭州, 250

Weizhou 維州, 165, 201, 336, 340, 341

Wen Daya 溫大雅, 7, 170, 171

Wen Yanbo 溫彥博, 140, 141, 186, 187, 188, 208, 209

Wenguan Ciin 文館詞林, 7

Western Regions, 4, 26, 37, 42, 52-4, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88; in Sui, 116-20; in Tang, 138, 139, 140, 145, 146, 153, 157, 168, 175, 180, 193-5; Tibet and Tang competition over, 243-7, 251-3, 305, 332; and throughout

Western Turks, in Sui, 101-7, 117, 118, 120-1; in Tang, 140, 141, 145, 168, 175, 193-5; Gaozong's conquest, 195-7; situation under Empress Wu, 243-7, 265, 266, 269; and throughout

Western Xia, relations with Song, 360-1

White-clothed Turks, 305

Wu Chonggui 武重規, 268

Wu Jing 吳兢, 7

Wu Yanxiu 吳延秀, 268, 269

Wu Zetian 武則天, see Empress Wu

Wuhuan 烏桓, 43, 44, 46

Wukong 惟空, 90

Wushi Waiguo Zhuan 始西外國傳, 82

Wusun 吳孫, 86

Wuwei 武威, 119

Wuyuan 五原, 106, 136, 172

Wuzhile 烏質勒, 270, 271

Wuzong, government, 165; policy toward the Uighurs and Kirghiz, 315-9

Xi 始, 3, 99, 102, 109, 152, 153, 156, 176, 177, 198, 199, 210; assistance to Taizong, 214-5; relations with Xuanzong and the Turks, 228, 273-4, 276, 279-80; under the Uighurs, 295-6; 304, 315, 318, 357, 358; and throughout

xian 縣, see district

Xianbei 鮮卑, 31, 33, 34, 35, 43, 44, 45, 46

Xiangwei 相魏, 157

Xianyu Zhongtong 鮮于仲通, 259

Xianzong, government, 164-5; relations with the Uighurs, 307-8; with Tibet, 337
Xiao Siye 蕭嗣業, 78
Xiao Xingren 小行人, see Junior messenger
Xiao Yu 蕭瑀, 141, 178
Xiazhou 夏州, 143, 185, 265, 300, 332, 333, 334, 357
Xichuan 西川, 86
Xidamou 悉怛謀, 340
Xie Wen 解琬, 250
Xieli 頃利, relations with Tang, 173-9, 187
Xietie 襲 跋, see Ådiz
Xifan Ji 西蕃記, 85
Xihai 西海, 118, 239
Xin Tangshu 新唐書, 7, 8, 9, 15, 251
Xinan Beibian Lu 西南偏邊錄, 86
Xincheng 新城, 224
Xing Tang Temple 興唐, 326
Xingfu 行部, see Ministry of justice
Xingjun 行軍, see expeditionary armies
Xinluo Guoji 新羅國記, 83-84
Xiongjin 兙津(Ungjin), 219, 221, 223, 224
Xiongnu 咸奴, 3, 24, 25, 26, 27, 29, 33, 38, 41, 42, 43, 44, 49, 50, 51, 55, 61, 62, 74, 101, 171, 183, 186, 245, 263, 311, 312; and throughout
Xiongjiaowei 西戎校尉, see Commandant of Western Rong
Xiyizhou 西伊州, 193
Xiyu Duhu 西域都護, see Protector-general of the Western Regions
Xiyu Guozhi 西域國志, 83
Xiyu Ji 西域記, 85
Xiyu Jiaowei 西域校尉, see Commandant of Western Regions
Xiyu Tuji 西域圖記, 85, 117
Xiyu Zhangshi 西域長使, see Aide of the Western Regions
Xiyu Zhi 西域志, 85
Xizheng Ji 西征記, 83
Xizhou 西州, 140, 194, 196, 243, 311
Xu Hui 徐惠, 213
Xu Huixiao 續會要, 8
Xu Jingzong 許敬宗, 7, 170
Xuantsu 萬竹, 55, 208
Xuanwu Gate 玄武, 138
Xuanzang 玄奘, 88, 89, 194
Xuanzong, 67, 72, 73, 74; poicy, 150-1; frontier system, 151-4; relations with Parhae and Silla, 227-8; relations with Tibet, 250-8; treaty with Tibet in 732, 253-6; relations with Nanzhao, 259-60; relations with the Turks, 272-9; with the Khitans and Xi, 273, 276, 277, 279-80; with the Türgish, 281-84; encounters with the Arabs, 283-4; and throughout
Xue Na 薛訥, 273
Xue Qianguang 薛謙光, 264
Xue Rengui 薛仁貴, 222, 223, 224, 225, 273
Xueyantuo 薛延陀, 140, 141, 142, 143; relations with the Turks and Tang, 176-8, 189, 194, 200, 214; Tang conquest, 190-2, 199; resettlement, 192-3; and throughout
Xunbian Shi 巡邊使, see Frontier patrolling inspector
Xunyuan 巡院, see Touring brokerage
Xunzi 蕭子, 21
Xuzhou 徐州, 343
Yan Liben 閻立本, 240
Yan Shigu 閻師古, 185
Yan Zhiwei 閻知微, 267, 268
Yang Fu 楊孚, 91
Yang Gongren 楊恭仁, 136
Yang Guang 楊廣, see Emperor Yang
Yang Guozhong 楊國忠, 72, 73, 154, 155, 156, 259, 260
Yang Jian 楊堅, see Emperor Wen
Yang Ju 楊矩, 249, 250
Yang Qin 楊欽, 104
Yang Shaofu 楊紹復, 8
Yang Su 楊素, 123
Yang Xigu 楊希古, 305
Yang Xuangan 楊玄感, 123
Yang Yan 楊炎, 161, 328
Yang Yi 楊誼, 8
Yang Yuhuan 楊玉環, 73, 155, 156
Yang Zhendao 楊政道, 172, 179
Yanmen 廣門, 127, 130, 168
Yanzhou 遼州, 136
Yanzhou 廣州, 332, 333, 334, 336, 356
Yao Chong 姚崇, 150, 272, 273
Yao Zi'ang 楊子昂, 297
Yaozhou 姚州, 249
Yazhou 雅州, 243
Yehou Jiazhuan 李侯家傳, 10, 304
Yeld Abaaji 耶律阿保機, 358
Yi'nanim 夷男, 176, 177, 178, 189, 190, 191
Yiguan 趙官, see Official interpreter
Yijing 耳經, 90
Yimouxun 異牟尋, 335, 336
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Yingzhou 烏州, 85, 99, 100, 114, 144, 150, 211, 215, 266, 273, 279
Yinzhou 隆州, 332, 357
Yiwu 伊吾, see Hami
Yizhou 伊州, 140, 193, 194
Yizhou 益州, 245
Yön Kaesomun 泉蓋蘇文, 211, 213, 214, 215, 216, 221
Yongji 永濟 canal, 114, 122
Yongle emperor, 362, 363
Younger Princess Ningguo 宁國, 294
Youxing Waiguo Zhuan 遊行外國傳, 89
Youzhou 佑州, 188
Youzhou 幽州, 99, 157, 162, 188, 273, 279, 296, 316; and throughout Youzhou 275, 357
Yu Chaoen 魏超恩, 159, 160, 325
Yu Shiji 于希世, 130
Yuan Junzhang 宛君瑒, 174, 177
Yuan Xiu 晏休, 301
Yuan Zai 元載, 160, 161, 326, 327
Yuanzhou 原州, 326, 337
Yuchi Jingde 尉遲敬德, 142
Yuezhi 烏刺, 50, 89
Yugong 尹公, 21
Yulin 榆林, 172
Yunzhong 雲中, 188, 199
Yunzhou 雲州, 99
Yushi Tai 御史臺, see Censorate
Yutian 尹天, see Khotan
Yuwen Tai 訥文泰, 33, 34, 181
Yuwen Yong 訥文邕, 49
Zabolistan, 253
Zaixiang see Chief ministers
Zampon 萨普, 246, 247
Zhang Changxun 張長遜, 136
Zhang Guangsheng 張光晟, 301, 302
Zhang Jia 張賈, 77
Zhang Jian 張謙, 85, 144
Zhang Jiuling 張九齡, 11, 70, 154, 155, 277
Zhang Liang 張亮, 142
Zhang Qian 張謇, 25, 50, 57, 82
Zhang Renyuan 張仁愿, 270
Zhang rGyal tshan (Shang Jiezian 尚結贊人, 328, 329, 331, 332, 333, 334, 336
Zhang rGyal-zigs (Shang Jiezi 尚結息), 328
Zhang Shougui 張守珪, 154, 256, 279, 280
Zhang Wenguan 張文瓘, 224
Zhang Xuanbiao 張玄表, 154, 249, 252
Zhang Yanshang 張延賞, 333
Zhang Yi 張鎰, 329
Zhang Yichao 張義潮, 341
Zhang Yue 張說, 151, 253
Zhang Zhiyun 張之運, 275
Zhangshi 長使, see aide
Zhangsun Sheng 長孫晟, 82, 83; role in Turkish policy, 100-7, 116, 117, 127, 129
Zhangsun Wuji 長孫無忌, 72, 100, 141, 178, 211
Zhangye 張掖, 85, 116, 117, 118
Zhao 詔, 137
Zhao Huicong 趙惠崇, 257
Zhao Yi 趙翼, 16
Zhechong Fu 折衝府, see assault-resisting garrisons (intrepid militias)
Zhenfan 真蕃, 55
Zheng He 鄭和, 363
Zheng Yuanshu 鄭元璣, 78
Zhengdian 政典, 8
Zhengshi Tang 政事堂, see Administration chamber
Zhengtong emperor, 363
Zhenguan Zhengyao 賢覲政要, 7, 193
Zhenzhu 196
Zhi Sengzai 支僧載, 89
Zhifang Si see Bureau of operations
Zhongshu Ling 中書監, see Secretariat director
Zhongshu Menxia 中書門下, see Secretariat-chancellery
Zhongshu Sheng 中書省, see Office (or Department) of the secretariat
Zhongshu Sheren 中書舍人, see Secretariat drafter
Zhongshu Shiliang 中書侍郎, see Vice director of the secretariat
Zhongzong, power struggle, 144-5, 150; treaty and alliance with Tibet, 247-50; relations with the Turks and the Turgish, 269-72
zhou 州, see prefecture
Zhou Yao 鄭耀, 99
Zhou Yiti 周以悌, 271
Zhoujì 稣, 21
Zhu Ci 朱泚, 161, 163, 330, 331, 332
Zhu Fawei 竇法維, 89
Zhu Tao 朱滔, 161, 302, 303
Zhu Ying 朱應, 82
Zhudaoinzou Yuan 諸道進奏院, see Capital liaison office of various regions
zuhou 諸侯, 19
Zhujubo 朱俱波, see Karghalik
Zhuke Bu 主客部, see Ministry of receptions
Zhuke Qingli Si 主客清吏司, see Bureau of receptions
Zhuke Si 主客司, see Bureau of receptions
Zhuojun 濟郡, 114, 122
Zizhi Tongjian Kaoyi 資治通鑑考異, 9, 10, 16, 86, 251
Zizhi Tongjian 資治通鑑, 9, 10, 11, 15, 17, 304, 313
Zong Chuke 宗楚客, 271
Zongguan, see regional military commander
Zongguan Fu 總管府, see regional military command, area command, local regional command
Zongli Yamen 總理衙門, see Office of general management
Zou Yan 騎衍, 28, 59
Zunwang 尊王, 235, 236

A collection of essays by thirty-three scholars from a dozen countries presented to Henry G. Schwarz on the occasion of his retirement from academic life. Most of them deal with subjects that Professor Schwarz has been deeply involved in during his long professional career, from Central Asia eastward through Mongolia and China’s northern border areas to the Pacific Ocean.


"The book’s chief contribution is the debunking of the myth of a widespread ... loyalism."

American Historical Review


"... definitely deserves purchase and reading by all parties who deal with Mongolia, and will have interest for students of Soviet life, and, indeed, the whole human condition." Mongolian Studies

EAST ASIAN RESEARCH AIDS AND TRANSLATIONS

[FORTHCOMING]


The memoirs of the Mongolian Republic’s most distinguished scholar. A fascinating blend of historical, political and ethnographic information by a scholar who was “present at the creation” of much of twentieth century Mongolia’s history.


"... will become the single most important work on the subject in English. ... The book is packed with new information and insights and is a pleasure to read. Also unlike many books published in China, this work includes footnotes and the translation includes an index.” Journal of East Asian Numismatics

"... the single most important work on Chinese money in any language.” Oriental Numismatic Society Newsletter